WILD10 Delegates: Tell the story of your WILD place!
Europe is becoming a wilder place, and that's why WILD10 will convene there. Even on the world's most
densely populated continent, wild nature & human society can have a new relationship. This idea of a new,
wilder, reborn Europe can create a true feeling of European identity and it can start a new global movement for
nature and wilderness. Wilderness is an old resource for a new and wilder world!
We are very excited to launch our first WILD10 GeoStory! The locations in this GeoStory are just a few
examples of the many wild places found throughout the world. We want to know…do you live in a WILD place?
Show us through images, video, audio, text and mapping location!
View the Make the World a Wilder Place GeoStory

Instructions on how to submit your GeoStory:
Please set up and send the following information in an email to geostories@wild10.org. Failure to follow
instructions will result ineligibility to be featured on this GeoStory platform.
*All photographs must be submitted as jpeg attachments

*Submit all narrative text and photo files/caption/credit information in a Word document
*Do not submit any content that is not your own or that you do not have permission to use!
*Selected submissions will be featured on the GeoStory platform
1. Narrative:
a) Title (based off of the location)
b) Descriptor text that explains the location, landscape, experience, how this area exemplifies a
“wilder world”, etc. 1-2 paragraphs only!
c) Appropriate links for more information
2. Between 4-9 multimedia pieces:
a) Photographs sized at 800 x 600 pixels with photographer credits and captions under 225
characters. Please specify which image should be paired with its appropriate photo caption in
the Word document!
b) Video files (Vimeo or YouTube links preferred, actual files are acceptable). Please include a
title, description and appropriate credits.
c) Audio files with a title, description and appropriate credits.
3. Location:
a) Please provide the latitude and longitude coordinates for ONE location only. For example:
Tatra National Park in Slovakia: latitude: 49.172074 longitude: 19.961532. Or, Kayapo
Indigenous Reserve in Brazil: latitude: -1.537901 longitude: -50.471191

Questions? Send an email to geostories@wild10.org

